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Probabilistic generalizations of classical potential theory have been
worked out by J. L. Doob [ l ] and G. A. Hunt [2]. Specialized to discrete processes, this provides a potential theory for transient Markov
chains, analogous to the theory of the Newtonian potential. We provide a unified potential theory for all denumerable Markov chains;
as applied to recurrent chains, the theory generalizes classical results
on logarithmic potentials. We denote by P the transition matrix of a
Markov chain with states the integers.
D E F I N I T I O N . A function of states ƒ is called a right potential charge
if it is integrable with respect to a given non-negative superregular
measure a ( a P g a ) , and if the! limit g = l i m n ( / + P + • • • +Pn)f
exists. Then g is called a right potential with c h a r g e / . If fx is a finite
measure and p = limn j i i ( / + P + • • • +Pn) then v is called a left potential with charge JJL.
The mapping ƒ—>ju, with ju» =ƒ,<*» is an isomorphism preserving all
the interesting properties. E.g., ƒ is a right charge for P if and only if
/x is a left charge for the so-called reverse chain. Since the reverse
chains include all Markov chains, we automatically obtain for each
theorem about functions a dual theorem about measures.
In the transient case potentials can be represented by means of a
positive potential operator G = I+P+P2+
• • • , as g — Gf or v=iiG.
In the recurrent case we show that af=0 is a necessary condition,
or dually, /x must have total measure 0.
In this case we have dual positive operators
dj = lim [Nu dj/ai — Ny ] and
n

C# = lim [Nj* — Nq ],
n

where N[f is the mean number of times that the process is in j in the
first n steps, starting at i. It is shown that one exists if and only if the
other does, and either is equivalent to the existence of the limiting
probabilities °Xy = lim„ ]£)* P«°A*y for a fixed state 0. Here °hkj is the
probability, starting at k, t h a t j is reached before 0. If any one of
these conditions is fulfilled, we say that the chain is normal.
All ergodic (positive recurrent) chains are normal.
We know of no chain that fails to be normal, but we cannot prove
t h a t all null chains are normal. We have verified that important
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special cases of null chains are. This includes random walk in one
and two dimensions and sums of identically distributed independent
random variables with mean 0 and finite variance.
DEFINITION, ƒ is a weak charge if Gf and fiG are both finite, where
THEOREM. In a normal chain, iff is a weak charge, then g exists, and
g= —Gf is a bounded potential.
DEFINITION. Xf is the limit of the probability measure which gives
the probability that after n steps the set E is entered at i.
We show that this limit always exists for a normal chain, and is
independent of the starting state. However, X^ may have total
measure less than 1.
=
DEFINITION. If X * ^ f !» then £ is a small set.
THEOREM. In a normal chain a bounded function g is a potential
with support in a small set E if and only if it is regular outside E and
X*g = 0.

Analogues of such classical potential theory results as those dealing
with the concepts of capacity and energy, and the principle of balayage are given. The latter takes the following form :
THEOREM. If E is a small set in a normal chain and h is a bounded
function on E, then there is a unique potential with support in E that
differs from h by a constant on E. The constant is \Eh.

Energy is shown to be the average of the variance of the charge in
equilibrium, with its limiting variance. (See [3, p. 86].)
Much stronger results are possible for noncyclic ergodic chains.
THEOREM. All ergodic chains are normal, and dj — Maat (M being
the mean first passage time). And ifaf=*0, Gf is finite, then the potential
exists and g= —Gf. All integrable potentials are of this form.

We also obtain a much stronger version of balayage. All sets are
small in an ergodic chain, and it suffices to require that h be integrable
•—it need not be bounded.
For integrable functions in an ergodic chain we obtain the following simple picture. Each such function is uniquely represented as a
potential plus a constant. The potentials are characterized by the
fact that their integral is 0. The operator (I—P) maps this space onto
the space of charges, which is a proper subspace of the functions with
integral 0. The inverse mapping —G maps the charges onto the
integrable potentials. Hence, if h is integrable, — G[(I—P)h] is the
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potential part of h. A matrix with the properties of —G is called a
potential operator.
It is shown that ctiMiE (where MÎE is the mean time to return to
the set E from its element i) is Xf computed for the reverse chain.
Hence Kac's theorem that ^2%EE oaMiE = 1 is a consequence of the
fact that all sets are small in an ergodic chain.
For a strong ergodic chain (a name we give if aM is finite), let
A =lim n P n , then we have the following even stronger result:
Z = 2 ^ - 0 (P—A)n exists. Z\ = 1, aZ = a, and Z is a twosided inverse of (I—P+A),
which may be used as the potential operator
for either measures or functions. (Z is the fundamental matrix for finite
ergodic chains in [3].)
THEOREM.

Thus the analogy to the transient case is particularly good in the
strong ergodic case.
A by-product of this approach is an explicit expression for first
passage times. We make use of the matrix W,-y, giving the mean
number of times the process is in j , starting in i, before reaching state
0. A(k, m) is the number of ways k balls can be placed into m boxes,
leaving none empty; and 1 is the constant function 1.
THEOREM.

If f f is the kth moment of the time to reach 0 from i, then
ƒ* = E (-l)k+mA(k,

m)(°N)ml.

If rn is the nth moment of the time to return to 0, then rn+\ and all the
components of / n + 1 exist if and only if afn is finite, and

A fn + 1\
rn+i = 1/ao 2-j I
) «A
m /
m-o \
The matrix methods developed for potential theory in this paper
may also be used to provide a unified approach to denumerable
Markov chains.
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